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SUMMARY OF MY RELEVANT RESEARCH AREAS:
Artificial red blood cells; Anti-cancer polymer drugs; Endotoxin selective removal; Biodegradable polymers

人造红血球；高分子抗癌药物；内毒素选择性清除材料；生物可降解高分子
Primary Research interests:

Many natural and synthetic polymers have good characters to be used in clinical applications, like their
biodegradability and biocompatibility. However, in many cases of the medical field, additional functions
are required, such as pH, temperature sensitivity, active-targeting, controlled release of drugs, etc. In these
cases, the modification of synthetic polymers by bio-active molecules is often necessary. For example,
copolymers with reactive groups on the side chains could be further modified with anti-cancer drugs to
have the more stable micelle structures and sustained release behavior for the drug molecules. If the
polymers are combined with pH or temperature sensitive segments, cell or membrane recognition
peptides or chemicals, the active-targeting of the anti-cancer drugs could be realized. Furthermore, the
reactive groups on copolymers could also be used to bind with larger molecules, like proteins. In the case
of Hemoglobin conjugation, after the self-assembly of the modified copolymers, the new carrier system
with Oxygen transportation capacity could be obtained and used as the artificial red blood cells without
bloodtype and virus.

Topics in which you would like to develop collaborative research:
Targeting delivery and release of polymer-drugs
Artificial carriers for oxygen transportation
Combination strategy for tumor therapy

Relevant existing collaborations (academic/clinical/commercial) inside or outside China.
Include here any relevant collaborations you have
The Cardiology Department of China-Japan Union Hospital of Jilin University, P. R. China
Relevant graphics, figures, pictures:

Use this area to show pictures or scientific figures which illustrate your research
1. Self-assembly of polymer-drug system for smart delivery

2. Artificial oxygen carriers
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